This paper is concerned with the Hamiltonian field formulation of the equations which describe the advection of vorticity in a two-dimensional fluid. These equations have received a great deal of attention in the past thirty years and are believed to model the large scale motions which occur in atmospheres and oceans.
They have also arisen in the study of plasma transport perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field, the so-called guiding The formulation we describe here is a field formulation which possesses this underlying discrete dynamics.
In Sec. II we briefly review some aspects of finite degree of freedom Hamiltonian dynamics. The emphasis here is placed on the Lie algebraic properties of the Poiason bracket. This is used SB a framework in which to M explain the "constructive" approach to Hamiltonian dynamics. Such an approach frees one from the prejudice that a systeni need be in canonical variables to be Hamiltonian. this section is then concluded by the extension of these notions to infinite degree of freedom or Hamiltonian density systems. In Sec.
Ill we present a Poisson bracket that renders the vortev equations into Heisenberg form. This formulation is novel in that it is noncanonical. In the remainder of this section we discuss involutivity of the well-known constants of motion for this system, Fourier space representation ar.^ truncation.
In Sec. IV we expand the vorticity in a Fourier-Dirac series 
Here the PoiBson bracket has the form
The last equality of Eq. (4) Property (i) requires that the Boisson tensor be antisymmetric and property
(ii) requires the following:
One can show that S 13 * transforms contravariantly; hence if it vanishes identically in one coordinate frame it does so in all. Similarly antisymmetry is coordinate independent. The covariance of properties (i) and tii) suggests the converse outlook: if a system of equations possesses the form
where J ^ is antisymmetric and fulfills the Jacobi requirement, but is not of 
where the integration is taken over a fixed volume. llie quantities on which the bracket acts are now functionals, such as the integral of the Hamiltonian density [e.g., Eq. (13)]. The functional derivative is defined by 14 For a discussion pertinent here 3ee Kef. 15.
III. Noncanonical Poisson Bracket
The equations under consideration are the following:
Here we use the usual Euclidian coordinate system with uniformity in the z direction <which has unit vector z). The quantity ui(x,t) = z«V * v(x,t), where we display only the arguments necessary to avoid confusion. Here M = z x VK(x\x') and K<x|x') is the Green function for Laplace's equation in two dimensio-is.
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The integration in Eg.. (11) is over the entire x-y plane; di = dxdy. In this form Bq. (10) is satisfied manifestly. Equation (9) becomes
Equations (9) and (10) In addition, the kinetic energy is conserved which is the natural choice for the Hamiltonian.
With the density (mass) set to unity we have
The functional derivative of Bq. (13) is the following:
!'•« -J «fx> {£. £} dr . <15>
where (f ,q\ = _ IS _ i2 £_ . one observes that the discrete vortex Poisson 1 3) 3x 3y 8y ox bracket is nestled inside the field Poisson bracket. In Sec. IV we will see how to regain the discrete bracket from this field bracket. It is not difficult to show from Eqs. (14) and (15) that
Clearly this bracket is antisymmetric by virtue of the antisymmetry of the discrete bracket. We prove the Jacob! identity in the Appendix.
We note by examination of Bq. (15) At first, one might think that a truncation of the J would yield a k,i finite Hamiltonian system which to some accuracy would mimic the original.
Unfortunately, the process of truncation destroys the Jacobi identity. One must seek a change of variables which allows truncation. Canonical variables are suited for this purpose and in the next section we discuss this.
IV. Canonical Descriptions
As was noted in Sec. Ill, the Poisson bracket for the discrete vortex picture is embedded in that for the field. To Tee the connection between the two, aa expand the vorticity (distributed vorticity) as follows:
where o (x) is the Dirac delta function, the kj^ are constants and m obtains its t dependence through the x. . Then using Eq. (17) we obtain the identity .; 3H .
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